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Sherwood Rise was an artistic experiment in the future of the book

● Challenge was to expand a traditional paper book using new media 
technologies - particularly mobile phones

● Sherwood Rise is a participatory & interactive digital story told 
through newspapers, mobile phones, blogs, email and Augmented 
Reality

● The AR allows multiples voices in the story - tells the story from 
different and often opposing perspectives

● It’s also used as interface to the story - the reader changes and 
controls the story and outcomes (takes sides within the story)

● A working prototype of the story was designed and developed

● This presentation describes the evolution of the prototype - how 
ideas developed and progressed, how the story functions.
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● AR pop-up children’s books are well established

● Mostly they extend a traditional book - usually a picture or 
drawing in a pop-up book triggers AR software on a mobile 
phone

● AR overlays usually in the form of images, sound, video, 
animation and sometimes small interactive games. 

● AR used in artistic literary AR book experiments such as 
"Between Page and Screen" by Amaranth Borsuk (2012) 
where print and digital are interwoven.

● But - these uses of AR are superficial in that virtual 
overlays float over the physical book. They do not change 
or alter the physical book, even if the AR is interactive in 
some way. 
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● Sherwood Rise aimed to go beyond limited interaction 
of existing AR pop-up books, and use AR to change the 
content of a printed/ physical/ paper book

● Wanted to closely integrate the (virtual) AR and the 
(real) paper book, so the virtual would affect/ alter the 
real, so they would work together as a cohesive short 
story (a short novel).

● An exciting possibility was for the two different media 
(paper book and AR) to tell a story simultaneously in 
different voices - even tell the same story from 
opposing viewpoints. 

● This would set up effectively a (dynamic) argument 
within the story, and the reader could adopt a position 
within the argument, even take sides within the story.
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● Sherwood Rise was the world’s first AR novel

● It consists of a digital story and a physical book, 
working in tandem

● The AR would float in the "cloud" above the paper book, 
but also be part of the book

● The intention was that the AR would be able to alter the 
actual paper book

● Readers would read, write, play and experience the 
story through interaction and participation with both the 
paper book and AR

● The big challenge was how to achieve this ...
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● Story was inspired and influenced by currents events at 
the time - the frustrations and anger since the financial 
crisis, Occupy, "V for Vendetta", austerity. Sherwood Rise 
aimed to tap into the mood of frustration and anger

● Desire to simulate a revolution within a story

● Themes such as the establishment versus the people, 1% 
versus the 99%, financial corruption, mob protests

● The work came together at a time when newspapers were 
being investigated (the phone hacking scandal) and 
themes of media power and control, what is "the truth"

● All these feed into the work.
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● The aim - to tell a story simultaneously in different voices, to tell 
the same story from opposing viewpoints. 

● For the reader to engage in a discussion or argument within a 
story. 

● Oppositions were set up within the story which readers could lean 
towards, take sides, to shape the story that they would 
simultaneously read, write and experience. 

● Characters within the story would communicate with the reader, to 
influence the reader’s actions.

Artistically the project centred around oppositions, binaries, 
extremes, dichotomies:

● In terms of the media and technology: real v virtual, open v closed. 
● Through the Sherwood Rise story, which dealt with truth v lies, 

establishment v the people, the powerful v powerless, 1% v 99%.
● Robin Hood folk tale - the ambivalence in the story - hero/ villain?
● The argument or discussion within the story, taking sides within the 

story, counter narratives.
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The primary research goal was not to investigate 
how to design AR media, but rather how AR on 
mobile phones could allow users to experience and 
play with the relationship between virtual (digital) 
and real (printed) texts, to navigate and shape a 
story containing different and conflicting voices.

Other research interests were:

●
●

●
●
●
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● Modern printed books are “closed” technologies compared to the 
manuscript codex, in that printed books are formally complete, 
self-contained, and reproducible as identical copies.

● This project considered where future AR books might fall within this 
dichotomy of open/closed technologies for organizing information spatially, 
where the AR is considered "open" and the printed book "closed". 

● The AR is open and dynamic - the digital content is provided by a network 
and databases, and can change often, and potentially infinitely. A printed 
book is self contained and static, it cannot be changed. 

● But a printed book can change when books are published in serial form or 
as editions (also traditional formats). When time is introduced as a factor 
in the storytelling, then it becomes possible to change the printed book, 
and the printed book can be more open.

● We took advantage of this - we decided to tell a printed story as 
editions of newspapers over a limited time period.
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● In Sherwood Rise you receive a customised newspaper - over 4 days. 
● Pictures in the newspaper trigger AR. 
● The reader interacts with the AR and this dictates what version of the 

newspaper they receive the following day.

How does it work?
● A different newspaper arrives each day for 4 days - a PDF is emailed to reader.
● The version of newspaper received depends on how much they have actively 

supported or helped Robin - the reporting of news events are changed by 
interactions with the AR - there are 2 possible versions of each newspaper per 
day

In order to record the reader's choices, the reader must first register - the system 
needs to know who they are and to store their choices in a database, as they proceed 
over the 4 days.

There are 3 platforms for the story - web/email, smartphone AR and newspaper. 

Each newspaper edition is written as blatantly biased reporting, as left wing (ie Robin) 
or right wing (the establishment) versions, along lines of Punch magazine. AR content 
includes comics and illustrations, mini flip animations and scrollable comics. 12
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● AR/ Junaio was an interesting medium to 
experiment with artistically & visually

● Overlaying images - both drawn and 
photographic - many possibilities for collage

● Made use of the pseudo 3D effect - using z 
plane to give vertical separation/ illusion of 
depth, and could explore from multiple angles
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● We added game aspects to the story, leading to a variety of 
different endings, depending on your decisions

● This dynamic story would exist in the AR - triggered by the pictures 
in the newspapers

● We wanted the reader to influence the story and to collaborate in 
making it

● The intention was for the reader to form a relationship with the 
central character in the story, Robin Hood, so the reader becomes 
part of an illegal group of outlaws, becomes implicated, takes sides. 
And this affects how they go forward in the story. 

● We thought about how the AR could reveal the truth, and the AR 
you get each day depends on the decisions you take/ have taken. 
So there are two different versions of the AR for each day.

● We decided to add in fake messages and ambiguous emails, into 
the story ‘mix’, to give the interactive story more of a transmedia 
format, with aspects of pervasive media, making the story more 
realistic. For example Robin can personally email the reader.

● Each day - depending on your interactions - the newspaper, the AR 
and emails all change.
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Note:

This design 
shows 3 paths 
- we only had 
time to build 2
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This design 
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● Your decisions make the story and 
the outcome

● You shape the news
● Supporting the rebels & make the 

revolution happen
● By not supporting them the status 

quo prevails
● 2 main paths – 2 sides to the story 

- and you move around within 
them

● This affects the content you 
receive the next day. The 
newspaper, AR and emails all 
change to reflect the current 
“winner” in the story at any one 
time.

● You choose to be be part of a 
revolution – or not…

● You are challenging the power 
within the newspaper/ within the 
story
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Simulating a revolution
A strong desire that ran through the development of the work was to simulate a revolution within a 
story. The idea of "what if?" and if you could feel part of a revolution, be part of it, even shape it, or 
maybe not, maybe you side with the establishment. How would you feel? What would you do? The 
project tries to show the reality and the horror of your choices.

Game aspects
The game aspect was limited and some sample users found it too basic. The end result was more of 
a book than a game, more of an interactive simulation experiment that you could be part of. More of a 
book with some game aspects than a game itself. The interactive structure followed a tree/ 
hierarchical structure, rather like a text adventure or "choose your own adventure" book.

Journalism and the media power
Newspapers have an agenda and tell the news in a specific way. There are of course many news 
stories that do not get mentioned, and newspapers generally dictate which news we receive.  The AR 
within this story system challenges or contests the news, enabling different views of the same news 
stories, through different voices. The project is about fighting for the truth - but really it's about 
choosing different versions of the truth.
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